Ph.D. ADMISSION NOTIFICATION
(Session: August, 2023)

Delhi Technological University is a non-affiliating; Teaching cum Research University engaged in education, research, technology, incubation, product innovation and extension work in Applied Sciences, Engineering and Technology, Management and allied areas and is committed to foster excellence.

DTU offers admission to Ph.D. programme in “Centre of Excellence for the Science of Happiness” (Supported by Rekhi Foundation)” for candidates bearing brilliant academic record, research potential and invites online applications in the following categories:

a) Full Time Research candidate with fellowship from other sponsoring agencies (UGC/CSIR/DST/DBT/ICMR etc.)
b) Full Time Research candidate without Fellowship
c) Full Time/Part Time Sponsored candidate
d) Part Time Research candidate
e) Industry/Working Professionals

About the Centre: The basic aim of this centre of excellence is to develop high standard of research in the area of happiness, with the main objective of stimulating the existing ecosystem of body, mind and energy with more general social objectives, corporate strategy-culture seamless integration or regional development to enhance happiness with scientific touch and ancient wisdom. This centre is in the process of setting up of mind lab.

Vacant Seats: 02

Eligibility Criteria: Master’s degree in Engineering/Technology/Science/Management/Social Science/Arts/ Humanities/ Psychology/Medicine and other behavioral Sciences and allied relevant disciplines or equivalent, with minimum 55% marks in aggregate or equivalent CGPA as determined by DTU

OR

Bachelor’s degree in Engineering/Technology or equivalent with a minimum 75% marks in aggregate or equivalent CGPA and having proven research capability.

Syllabus for screening test: Science and practice of happiness, Measurement of Happiness and well being, Happiness at work and daily living, consumer happiness, building resilience, Gross National Happiness, Traditional knowledge and Values, Theories of emotions, Happiness and prosperity, Harmony in family and society, Human values, Science and art behind meditation, Power of Self discipline, Peaceful conversation, Brain and heart connection, Healing from the heart, Managing with heart.


Application Processing Fee (Non-Refundable): Rs. 1500/- (Rupees One Thousand Five Hundred Only)

APPLICATIONS OF CANDIDATES, WHOSE RESULTS OF QUALIFYING EXAMINATION IS LIKELY TO BE DECLARED ON OR BEFORE LAST DATE OF REGISTRATION, WILL ALSO BE ACCEPTED.

How to Apply: Registration will be done online via link https://saarthi.dtu.ac.in/admissions2023. Admissions are made on the basis of screening test and interview to be conducted by the university.

Date for opening of website for Online Registration: 08.05.2023 (from 10.00 a.m. onwards)
Last date for Online Registration: 09.06.2023 (upto 11.59 p.m.)
Tentative Date of Screening Test: 21 & 22.06.2023

For more information, visit the university website: www.dtu.ac.in regularly for updates and other details about the entire admission process.